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1. Introduction

Solid-state batteries (SSBs) have great potential as high energy density Li
battery systems for electrical vehicle and grid energy storage applica-
tions.[1–9] However, the applications of SSBs are plagued by Li
penetration-induced short circuits,[10–13] mechanisms of which remain

unclear.[9,12,14–20] Ceramic solid electrolytes
(SEs) are often used as the ion conduction
media in SSBs, because they have high mechan-
ical strength that may block dendrite growth
and thus offer better safety and longer lifetime
than liquid electrolyte Li-ion batteries
(LIBs).[21–24] However, Li dendrites can grow
even more readily in SSBs than in liquid elec-
trolyte LIBs. The mechanisms for Li penetrating
through SEs are still under debate. It is generally
thought that Li deposits and propagates prefer-
entially along grain boundaries in SEs, causing
short circuits of SSBs.[10,13,20,25,26] Cheng et al.
observed a honeycomb Li structure on the
fractured surface of cycled garnet SEs, and
the feature size of the hexagonal web struc-
ture was similar to the grain size of the
SE.[13] Based on this observation, they sug-
gested that Li was plated along grain bound-
aries and proposed to increase the grain size
of the SE and thus reduce its grain boundary
fraction for mitigating Li penetration.[27] In
situ experiments by electron beam demon-
strated that defects on the garnet surface,
such as surface ledges and grain boundaries,

are preferable locations for Li nucleation.[25,28] Kazyak et al.
observed different Li penetration morphologies with straight,
branching, spalling, and diffuse types in LLZTO SEs. They found
that at relatively high current densities, Li filaments propagate by a
mechanical crack-opening mechanism, where the rate of propaga-
tion was proportional to the current density.[18]
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Lithium (Li) penetration through solid electrolytes (SEs) induces short
circuits in Li solid-state batteries (SSBs), which is a critical issue that hinders
the development of high energy density SSBs. While cracking in ceramic SEs
has been often shown to accompany Li penetration, the interplay between Li
deposition and cracking remains elusive. Here, we constructed a mesoscale
SSB inside a focused ion beam-scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) for
in situ observation of Li deposition-induced cracking in SEs at nanometer
resolution. Our results revealed that Li propagated predominantly along
transgranular cracks in a garnet Li6.4La3Zr1.4Ta0.6O12 (LLZTO). Cracks
appeared to initiate from the interior of LLZTO beneath the electrode
surface and then propagated by curving toward the LLZTO surface. The
resulting bowl-shaped cracks resemble those from hydraulic fracture caused
by high fluid pressure on the surface of internal cracks, suggesting that the Li
deposition-induced pressure is the major driving force of crack initiation and
propagation. The high pressure generated by Li deposition is further
supported by in situ observation of the flow of filled Li between the crack
flanks, causing crack widening and propagation. This work unveils the
dynamic interplay between Li deposition and cracking in SEs and provides
insight into the mitigation of Li dendrite penetration in SSBs.
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Significant progress has been made in recent optical microscopy
observations of dendrite growth in SEs.[18,25,29] However, the reso-
lution of optical microscopy is limited by the wavelength of light.
Also optical microscopy does not permit visualization of buried
interfaces unless the SE is transparent.[12] Recently Ning et al. visual-
ized crack propagation in Li6PS5Cl SE using in situ X-ray computed
tomography (XRCT) coupled with spatially mapped X-ray diffrac-
tion.[30] They observed that cracking initiates with spallation, with
conical “pothole”-like cracks forming near the surface of the plated
electrode. Transverse cracks then propagated from the near-surface
spallation sites across the electrolyte to the stripped electrode. Li
deposition drove crack propagation and widening from the rear of
the cracks until short circuit occurred. Using in situ XRCT, Hao et al.
revealed the formation of thin-sheet cracks penetrating Li3PS4 SE
without immediate short-circuiting of the cell.[31] They found that
Li only partially filled the cracks, so that the cracks near the stripped
side were largely hollow and the cell could continue to operate.
These studies significantly advanced our understanding of Li penetra-
tion mechanisms in SSBs. However, the spatial resolution of XRCT
was limited to the micrometer scale, and grain boundaries and indi-
vidual grains in SEs were not resolved. The time resolution is also
not sufficiently high for resolving the dynamic cracking process near
the SE surface, which is crucial for unraveling the initiation of Li
deposition-induced damage in SEs. Until now, it remains unclear
whether Li deposition leads to intergranular or transgranular crack-
ing and whether Li deposition-induced cracking initiates from the
surface or sub-surface of SEs. It is essential to clarify these questions
toward a deeper understanding of Li penetration mechanisms in SEs,
therefore providing a scientific basis for finding the effective means
of mitigating Li dendrite growth in SSBs.

In this work, we design a novel mesoscale electrochemical
device in a focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy (FIB-
SEM) system, which enables real-time observations of Li deposi-
tion and cracking in LLZTO SEs at nanometer resolution. Mean-
while, we can verify the internal structural changes of LLZTO SEs
by FIB-SEM tomography.[32,33] We show that Li deposition
induces predominantly transgranular cracking rather than inter-
granular cracking in ceramic LLZTO. Chunks of LLZTO are lifted
out by the formation of near-surface bowl-shaped cracks, which
resemble those from “hydraulic fracture” caused by highly pres-
surized fluids within the cracks[34,35] and thus suggest the Li
deposition-induced internal pressure as the major driving force of
crack initiation and propagation. Our in situ observations also
reveal detailed dynamic interplay between Li deposition and crack
propagation and multiplication. These results advance our under-
standing of Li penetration mechanisms in SEs.

2. Results and Discussion

Our experiments were conducted in an FIB-SEM system, where a
two-terminal electrochemical device was constructed to enable in situ
testing of a mesoscale battery. LLZTO with the cubic crystal structure
(Figure S1, Supporting Information) was synthesized via hot pressing
at a pressure of 20 MPa and a temperature of 1150 °C for 1 h under
Ar atmosphere. An LLZTO disk with a diameter of 12 mm and thick-
ness of 1 mm was placed on a Li metal electrode supported by an
SEM sample stub, which was connected to one terminal of an exter-
nal power supply (Figure 1a). On the top surface of the LLZTO disk,

a Pt electrode pad of 10 µm 9 10 µm was deposited using electron
beam. A W tip was manipulated to contact the Pt electrode, and it
was connected to the other terminal of the potentiostat, thus com-
pleting the mesoscale battery setup. This mesoscale battery was used
for in situ observation of Li deposition and cracking in LLZTO. Simi-
lar results were obtained when the Li metal electrode was replaced
by a layer of InGaAg liquid metal.

As a negative potential was applied to the Pt electrode, a fine-line
crack with a closed-loop contour appeared on the top surface of the
LLZTO disk (Figure 1b–d; Figure S2, Supporting Information). With
the passage of time, Li metal emerged along the crack line and was
then extruded out at the LLZTO surface (Figure 1b; Figure S2, Sup-
porting Information). The crack line was widened as more Li
extruded until a Li ring was formed on the top surface of the
LLZTO disk (Figure 1b-d; Figure S2, Supporting Information).
Before battery testing, the grain boundary contours on the LLZTO
surface were made visible (Experimental Section), permitting the
identification of individual grains (Figure 1b, c; Figure S2, Sup-
porting Information). Interestingly, we found that the cracks were
predominantly transgranular (through grains) rather than inter-
granular (along grain boundaries) (Figure 1c; Figure S2, Support-
ing Information). Moreover, the entire Li ring was lifted up the
LLZTO surface (Figure 1b-d; Figure S2, Movie S1, Supporting
Information). To reveal how deep the surface crack ran, a trench
perpendicular to the LLZTO top surface was milled out by FIB
(Figure 1d, e). To our surprise, a "bowl-shaped" crack was
formed underneath the Pt electrode (Figure 1d, e), and such kind
of three-dimensional (3D), near-surface crack geometry was
highly reproducible. Apparently, the "bowl" was spalled off the
LLZTO matrix, as it was entirely lifted up from the LLZTO surface
presumably by deposited Li.

To reveal the dynamic formation of the bowl-shaped crack, we
pre-milled a trench near the Pt electrode to expose one side sur-
face of the trench (Figure 1f, g). Upon applying a negative poten-
tial to the Pt electrode, Li dendrites initially grew at the Pt
electrode pad on the LLZTO surface (Figure 1h, i). With increas-
ing potential, a few crack segments emerged and extended on the
exposed side surface of the trench (Figure 1g; Movie S2, Support-
ing Information). By monitoring the evolution of the 3D mor-
phology of two bowl-shaped cracks involved (Figure 1f), we
understood the growth processes of these crack segments as fol-
lows. At 68 s (Figure 1j), the tip of one bowl-shaped crack (out-
lined by a blue dotted line) extended into the exposed side surface
of the trench and continued to propagate toward its upper left;
meanwhile, a branch of another bowl-shaped crack (outlined by a
yellow dotted line) emerged near the LLZTO surface. At 212 s
(Figure 1k), the first bowl-shaped crack grew longer toward its
upper left to merge with the second bowl-shaped crack (Movie
S2, Supporting Information). These in situ observations provide
evidence of the growth of the bowl-shaped crack from the interior
to the top surface of LLZTO. During this process, the crack con-
tour lines on the top surface of the LLZTO disk were widened due
to filling of Li metal between the crack flanks (Figure 1j), eventu-
ally forming two overlapped Li rings on the LLZTO surface (Fig-
ure 1k). Figure S3, Supporting Information provides one more
example of the formation of a bowl-shaped crack underneath the
Pt electrode. It appears that only a segment of the bowl-shaped
crack (Figure S3b, c, left, yellow dotted lines, Supporting Infor-
mation) reached the LLZTO surface. Once the crack reached the
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surface, Li was immediately extruded out of the surface from the
crack (Figure S3b–d, Supporting Information). The cross-sectional
view confirms that only the left segment of the bowl crack reached

the surface (Figure S3e, f, Supporting Information). Voids filled
with Li near the crack were present on the exposed side surface of
LLZTO (Figure S3e, f, Supporting Information).

(a) (c)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(f) (g)

(h)

(j)

(i)

(k)

Figure 1. In situ observation of Li deposition and
cracking in SEs by a mesoscale FIB-SEM-based SSB,
showing two sets of time sequence images in (a-e)
and (f-k) for the formation of bowl-shaped cracks
followed by Li filling in cracks. a) Schematic of the
in situ battery testing, resulting in the formation of a
bowl-shaped crack. A Pt electrode was deposited on
the top surface of the LLZTO SE. Li or liquid GaInAg
metal was used as the counter electrode. b, c) SEM
images showing the formation of a bowl-shaped
crack in the LLZTO SE. c) is the same as b), except
that the colored grains around the bowl-shaped
crack line on the LLZTO surface are sketched and
overlaid on the real grains, showing the crack path
through grain interiors. d) A cross-sectional view of
the bowl-shaped crack, where the yellow and red
dotted lines outline the bowl-shaped crack on the
top surface and cross section, respectively. e)
Magnified view of the bowl-shaped crack on the
cross section from FIB milling, corresponding to the
region boxed by green dotted lines in (d). f–k) In
situ observation of the dynamic formation of a
bowl-shaped crack and Li filling. f) A full view of the
bowl-shaped crack, showing the crack contour on
both the top surface and cross section. Li dendrites
formed at the Pt electrode pad before the
occurrence of LLZTO cracking. g) Schematic of the
Li dendrites, bowl-shaped crack, and filled Li in the
crack. h) LLZTO was milled by FIB to expose its side
surface. h–k) Time-lapse images showing the
formation of a bowl-shaped crack. A dendrite
appeared near the Pt electrode (i) and then grew (j);
the formation of two bowl-shaped cracks is shown
in (j, k). The growth of dendrites appeared to cease
once the bowl-shaped crack emerged by comparing
(j) and (k).
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Li filling of the cracks was observed in real time (Figure 2; Movie
S3, Supporting Information). Figure 2a shows an FIB-milled cross
section with two crossing crack segments (denoted as crack 1 and
2). The full profile of the bowl-shaped crack is shown in Figure S4,
Supporting Information. With the passage of time, crack 4 extended
into the cross section, propagated from the lower right toward the
upper left, and merged with crack 1. Subsequently, crack 4 widened
(Figure 2b–d, g–n; Movie S3, Supporting Information) as Li was
filled in the space between the crack flanks. The Li filling front is
marked by a moving green arrowhead in Figure 2i–n. Since crack 1
and 4 were connected, the widening of crack 4 by Li filling also led
to the widening of crack 1. As a result, a small crack formed near
crack 1 at the upper left corner of the cross section, and this newly
formed crack is indicated by an arrowhead and marked as crack 3 in

Figure 2b. Interestingly, as crack 1 and 4 were connected and
widened (Figure 2g–n), the lower right segment of crack 1 was
closed (marked by a down pointed arrowhead in Figure 2n), likely
due to compression caused by the widening of crack 4. The above
in situ observations demonstrate that the filled Li between crack flanks
can flow and, more importantly, produce sufficiently high internal
pressure to cause the formation, widening, and closing of cracks.
Upon a reverse potential, crack 1 was closed (Figure 2e, o; Fig-
ure S5, Supporting Information). Dendrites that break off will lost
contact with the lithium metal anodes and become dead lithium as
shown in Figure S6, Supporting Information resulting in the cracks
being unable to be healed completely.

By SEM imaging at higher magnification, Li deposition along trans-
granular cracks became clearly visible (Figure 3). Figure 3a shows the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

Figure 2. In situ observation of the dynamic interplay between crack opening and Li filling in the bowl-shaped crack. a–e) Sequential SEM images showing
the dynamic processes of Li filling in a segment of the bowl-shaped crack. f–o) High-magnification SEM images showing Li filling and extracting from the
bowl-shaped crack. Note that the crack was widened when Li was filled in between the crack flanks (a–d, f–n), and the crack was closed when Li was
extracted (e, o). "1"-"4" mark four different cracks. A green arrowhead indicates the Li moving front in (i–n).
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top view of the LLZTO surface where a bowl-shaped crack emerges as a
closed-loop crack line (traced by yellow dotted lines) that intersects
with another emerging crack line (traced by blue dotted lines) from a
different bowl-shaped crack. High-magnification images of the boxed
regions in Figure 3a show clearly the surface cracks crossing the inte-
rior of a series of grains (Figure 3b–f). The FIB-milled cross section
reveals that the surface transgranular crack penetrated into the interior
of the LLZTO disk (Figure 3f). The original image of Figure 3 is
shown in Figure S7, Supporting Information.

To investigate the transgranular fracture induced by Li deposition,
we show that cracks can nucleate and propagate in single-crystal LLZTO
grains (Figure 4 and Movies S4, S5, Supporting Information). A
single-crystal grain was sliced by FIB milling so that a flat side surface
was exposed (Figure 4a). Then, the W tip was manipulated to contact
this side surface (Figure 4a). When a negative potential was applied to
the W tip, a Li dendrite initially grew out under the W tip (Figure 4b).
With continued dendrite growth, a slanted crack emerged in the center
of the particle (Figure 4b–d, yellow dotted lines), and then, the crack
propagated toward the upper-right direction until the grain broke into
two parts (Figure 4b–d, Movie S4, Supporting Information). Consecu-
tive FIB slicing along the side surface indicates that the crack crossed
through the entire grain (Figure 4e–i, Movie S5, Supporting Informa-
tion).

We further show that a crack can cross through two neighboring
grains continuously in a multi-grained LLZTO particle (Figure 5a–i).
The particle comprised at least three grains with grain boundaries and
cavities (Figure 5a–i). We made a Pt electrode pad on top of the parti-
cle (Figure 5a). Upon applying a negative potential to the Pt electrode,
three Li dendrites appeared at the edge of the contact pad (indicated by
three green arrowheads in Figure 5f). At 283 s, another slim den-
drite emerged accompanying the formation of a microcrack in
grain 1 (Figure 5c, g). The crack was neither stopped nor deflected
by the grain boundaries; instead, it crossed directly into grain 2
and then propagated downward through grain 2 (Figure 5c–e, g–
i, Movie S6, Supporting Information). We milled the particle to
expose its side surface, which showed that the crack ran through
the entire particle, breaking the particle into two parts (Figure 5j–
l; Movie S7, Supporting Information).

Based on the above in situ observations, we envision the following
mechanisms of Li deposition-induced nucleation and growth of bowl-
shaped cracks (Figure 6a–f). As a sufficiently large negative potential
was applied to the Pt electrode, significant Li deposition took place
underneath the Pt electrode pad, presumably at favored internal defects
such as voids or grain boundaries (Figure 6a, b). These voids may
include intragranular voids, not just those between grains. We used FIB
to slice single-crystal LLZTO grains and found that almost all of them

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3. SEM images showing Li transpassing LLZTO grains. a–d) Plan view of cracks transpassing grain interiors. a) A full view of the bowl-shaped crack
line (outlined by yellow dotted lines) on the top surface of LLZTO. Blue dotted lines outline segments of another bowl-shaped crack. b–f) Magnified view of
crack transpassing grain interiors. The false color outlines grains, showing cracks transpassing grain interiors.
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contain microscale voids (Figure S8; Movie S8, Supporting Informa-
tion). Electrons needed for the reduction of Li ions are likely available
due to the small, but finite electrical conductivity of LLZTO.[14] Li depo-
sition could be enhanced by the elevated electric field near the Pt elec-
trode that promoted electron flow. Li deposition was self-amplified due
to increased electronic conductivity at these Li deposition sites. Under
the mechanical confinement of the surrounding LLZTO, continued Li
deposition leads to the buildup of large internal pressure, triggering the
nucleation of an internal crack through the expansion of a Li-filled
defect.

The observed formation of bowl-shaped cracks provides crucial
insights into the dynamic interplay of Li deposition and crack growth
in SEs. The characteristic bowl-shaped cracks have been previously
reported in the study of hydraulic fracture in geomaterials and civil
engineering applications.[34,35] Hydraulic fracture is usually caused by
high fluid pressure on the surface of internal cracks in a bulk material.
During hydraulic fracture, a sub-surface crack parallel to the free sur-
face is loaded by a pressurized fluid within the crack, and the moving
fluid front between the crack flanks usually falls behind the running
crack tip, such that crack propagation mainly involves mechanical frac-
ture at the crack front. Due to surface attraction, a sub-surface crack
often propagates by curving to the free surface, forming a characteristic
bowl-shaped crack.[34,35] The striking formation of the bowl-shaped
cracks during LLZTO fracture suggests a similar “hydraulic fracture”
mechanism of crack growth driven by Li deposition. Specifically, we
considered a small penny-shaped crack that has nucleated due to Li

deposition-induced pressure inside an internal defect in LLZTO, as dis-
cussed earlier. Since LLZTO is brittle, a crack, once nucleated, propa-
gates fast, leaving the deposited Li behind. Crack extension releases the
deposition-induced pressure, resulting in the arrest of the crack front.
The filled Li metal in the crack provides an electron conduction path to
facilitate further Li deposition. At a Li deposition site along filled Li,
the increasing Li volume causes an increase of local pressure acting on
the crack surface. The local pressures may be possibly generated at dif-
ferent Li deposition sites along filled Li, and they collectively provide a
driving force of crack extension. These pressures also act on filled Li
and collectively provide a driving force of Li flow in between the crack
flanks, as revealed in Figure 2. To assess the feasibility of flow and
pressure buildup of filled Li within the internal cracks of LLZTO, we
note that the melting point of Li metal (Tm) is ˜180.5 °C, and room
temperature corresponds to a homologous temperature of 0.66Tm,
suggesting that filled Li could flow by creeping.[9,36] The yield stress
of viscoplastic Li could be considerably high within the small gap
between the crack flanks, ranging from sub-microns to microns.[37–39]

Meanwhile, Li deposition-induced stress can reach GPa level as mea-
sured by in situ environmental transmission electron microscope
(ETEM) in our recent work.[40] Hence, the filled Li could act similarly
like a pressurized fluid within the crack during hydraulic fracture, so
as to generate sufficiently high internal pressure for driving the growth
of a sub-surface bowl-shaped crack. Finally, we note that Ni et al.
recently reported the formation of similar bowl-shaped cracks at the
edges of large-area electrodes on the surface of several SEs, referred to

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e)

(i)

(f) (g) (h)

Figure 4. Time-lapse SEM images showing crack nucleation and propagation in a single LLZTO grain. a) The initial LLZTO grain with side surface being
exposed. b–d) A dendrite and a slanted crack emerged from the LLZTO grain (traced by yellow dotted lines). e–i) Consecutive FIB slicing of the grain
showing the crack running from the top to the bottom section of the entire grain, breaking the grain into two pieces. i) Schematic of the slicing process.
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as conical “pothole”-like cracks.[30] Hence, bowl-shaped cracking near
the surface represents a common mechanism of Li penetration-induced
SE fracture.

3. Conclusion

In summary, the above in situ experimental results provide impor-
tant insights into the mitigation of Li penetration inside SEs. Care
must be taken to both the microstructures and properties of SEs as
well as the electrode geometry for suppressing near-surface crack-
ing, which plays a critical role in the initiation of Li penetration
through SEs. In fact, recent experiments indicate that long cracks
penetrating SEs usually emanate from near-surface cracks.[30,31] To
alleviate near-surface cracking, it is essential to minimize the
processing-induced defects and increase the fracture strength to
resist against both intergranular and transgranular crack

propagation in SEs. Moreover, careful design of the electrode
geometry may help reduce electrically induced stresses that could
affect the initial formation of sub-surface cracks near the electrode
edges and thus have a profound impact on Li penetration through
SE layers. As Li deposition and penetration can be closely related to
electron leakage to SEs, it is important to block the leakage through
innovative material and interface designs.

4. Experimental Section
The experiment was performed in an FIB-SEM system (Helios G4 CX; Thermo
Fisher Scientific). In the mesoscale battery setup, a W tip was connected to a Pt
electrode deposited on top of the LLZTO surface, and this W tip was also con-
nected to the negative terminal of a potentiostat (2612B Source Meter; Keithley).
The garnet-type SE pellets were placed on either Li or liquid InGaAg metals,
which were supported by an SEM sample stub connected to the other terminal
of a potentiostat. Both garnet-type LLZTO pellets (diameter of 12 mm and

(a)

(f)

(j) (k) (l)

(g) (h) (i)

(b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5. Time-lapse SEM images showing crack nucleation and propagation in an LLZTO particle comprising multiple grains. a) The initial LLZTO grain. b–
e) Nucleation and propagation of a crack. f–i) Magnified view of the corresponding image in (b-e) enclosed by the box of same color, showing the crack
propagation. Three grains are marked by 1-3 in (f). The crack transpassing grains 1-3 is indicated by a yellow dotted line and the crack tip by a yellow
arrowhead. j–l) FIB slicing showing the crack transverse from the top to bottom of the grain. l) Schematic showing cracking of the LLZTO grain.
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thickness of 1 mm) and LLZTO particles (diameter of 2–20 lm) were purchased
from Jining CreaTech New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. These garnet pellets and
particles were synthesized via conventional solid-state reaction reported previ-
ously. Liquid metal InGaAg was purchased from Aladdin.

To clearly observe grain boundaries on the top surface of LLZTO, the polished
LLZTO pellets were heat-treated in the Ar atmosphere at 900 °C. The LLZTO pel-
let was rubbed on the molten Li under 250 °C to construct the Li/LLZTO interface
in the glove box, and then, the Li anode was attached to the SEM sample stub
assisted by a vacuum transfer box. On the top surface of the LLZTO disk, a Pt
electrode pad was deposited using ion beam-induced deposition at 30 kV, 80 pA.
The W tip of the easy-lift was manipulated to contact the Pt electrode. To inves-
tigate the crack nucleation and propagation in an individual LLZTO grain during
Li deposition, LLZTO particles composed of single-grain or multi-grain LLZTO
were dispersed on the Li metal which was attached to the SEM sample stub. To
improve the electric contact between the Li metal and LLZTO grains, the LLZTO
particles were pressed into the Li metal using the W tip before in situ voltage-
biasing experiments.
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the formation mechanism of the bowl-shaped crack. a–c) Li deposition initiates at internal defects such as voids (a, b),
generating high pressure in Li-filled defects, causing crack nucleation and propagation and then continued Li filling in between the crack flanks behind the
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